QUALITY ASSURANCE – DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL!

EXPERT IN MACHINE
VISION SYSTEMS

Our Expertise
Turnkey Inspection Systems, Integration & Test Device Manufacturing – everything from a single source

EXPERIENCE & SERVICES
senswork is an expert in machine vision systems and
specializes in optical inspection, deep learning, industrial
image processing and testing equipment manufacturing.
Our solutions for automation and quality assurance are
used every day in numerous industries. From our locations
in Burghausen and Munich, we work with clients from leading industry and research fields.

Optical Measuring Systems

Surface Inspection

Measuring & Testing

Assuring Flawless Products

Label Inspection

Location Detection

Since 2011, we have been developing and manufacturing
optical measuring and inspection technologies for industrial production. With our automatic inspection solutions,
we can reduce costs for our clients, ensure quality and
guarantee the traceability of products. The Return-of-Investment (ROI) for our full-spectrum machine vision systems is within a very short time.
From the concept to the integration of the finished solution, our team does everything in-house. Innovative ideas,
detailed planning and the precise implementation of the
construction along with many years of experience are our
guarantee of success.

OCR / OCV / Code Verification

Robotics, Pick & Place

3D Inspection

Test Devices

Shape & Position

Done In-House

Completeness Check

Products

Sorting & Counting

by senswork

COMPETENCIES
» 3D Inspection
» Deep Learning
» Label Inspection
» Location Detection
» Surface Inspection
» Optical Measuring Systems
» Completeness Check

SERVICES
» Consulting, Feasibility Studies
» Software Programming
» Design and Prototyping
» Complete Systems and
Special Developments
» Integration and Installation
» Test Device Manufacturing
» Resolutions in the µm Range

INDUSTRIES
» Automotive
» Electronics
» Mechanical engineering
» Medical technology
» Pharmaceuticals
» Plastics / Synthetics
» Food / Beverage
» Cosmetics

PRODUCTS
» ZScan®: 3D multi-sensor
scanning of large objects
» ZFokus®: High-resolution 3D
camera
» VisionUnit: Turnkey camera
modules for machine builders
» VisionCommander®: Powerful
image processing software

Our Products
Software, Test Equipment, Scanners, Cameras – Innovative Inspection Technology

Our products: VisionCommander, ZScan, VisionUnit and ZFokus.
Our user-friendly systems detect deviations in production with absolute reliability and ensure the quality of products.

VisionCommander®

Next generation image
processing software

ZScan®

3D multi-sensor scanning
of large objects

VisionUnit

Turnkey camera modules for
machine builders

ZFokus®

Camera for high-resolution
3D inspection

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT: ZScan®
3D multi-sensor system for gapless 3D scanning of large components

Benefits

Data Sheet
ZScan S

ZScan M

ZScan L

Scan Volume X, Y, Z
(X= Axial Direction,
Y = Depth, Z =
Height)

Xmax: 2,000 mm
Y = 300 mm
Z = 200 mm

Xmax: 3,000 mm
Y = 700 mm
Z = 500 mm

Xmax: 6,000 mm
Y = 1,000 mm
Z = 1,000 mm

Resolution Z

23 µm

49 µm

87 µm

Resolution Y

60 µm

134 µm

205 µm

Resolution X

Depending on the scan time
Typical: 0.2 mm

» High-resolution, seamless 3D scanning
» Different axis configurations possible
» Free spatial arrangement of up to 8 sensors
» Modular concept

Applications
» 3D measurement of large assemblies
» Determination of defects on vehicle body-in-white parts
» Determination of form deviations for straightening processes
» Volume determination of cut goods

TEST EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
EVERYTHING DONE IN-HOUSE

A dedicated test station is sometimes
required, for example the inspection of
incoming goods, in a lab, or as an „endof-line“ solution. A dedicated test station
can also provide important services for
manual workstations.
To ensure that everything works as usual,
we plan the test station precisely to the
needs of the operators and the working
environment. The recorded data can of
course be imported into the central database.

We provide customized inspection systems that ensure 100% quality of products at the end of the manufacturing
process and guarantee that no faulty
part leaves your premises.
Tests during development can identify
weak points or quality defects in the product at an early stage. This saves time
and money and ensures optimum product quality.

How can you ensure that your delivered products meet all quality requirements?
We can help you ensure quality with new or refurbished testing systems.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT: VisionUnit
Turnkey Camera Modules for Manufacturers
Especially when several cameras have to
be integrated, various interfaces have to
be coordinated, for example on a rotary
transfer machine or in a process line.

Integration is easy, thanks to defined mechanical and electrical interfaces, optional
focus variation units, modular axis systems for scanning applications, and the
whole unit encased as a modular system.

In the VisionUnit camera technology,
lighting, electronics and software are
perfectly coordinated.

To simplify this process of reconciliation,
senswork developed the VisionUnit. This
unit can save a lot of time during startup –
in some cases two to four weeks.

The compact test unit can be installed in machines
with minimal effort.

3D INSPECTION
DETECTION OF SHAPE & POSITION

For the detection of orientation,
shape and position, 3D systems
offer unimagined possibilities in optical
inspection.

Stereo cameras are used for 3D position detection of parts with sufficient
surface texture, which is mainly used
in robotics for 3D gripping tasks.

The use of 3D technologies requires many years of experience, as the
complexity of image acquisition and
evaluation should not be underestimated.

Time-of-flight sensors have a lower
Z resolution than other sensors at
about 5 mm, but offer a large detection volume with a Z range of several
meters.

Laser line triangulation is best suited
for moving objects with diffusely
reflecting surfaces to detect shape
and position.

3D inspection of clay bricks.

This is useful for palletizing and depalletizing tasks.

3D inspection of saw blades.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous projects
in the field of 3D inspection, including:

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

» Measurement of clay bricks
» Inline inspection of connector components
» Measurement of electronic assemblies
» 3D method for coaxial cable inspection
» Multicamera inspection of soaps
» 3D position detection of plastic bags with Time-of-Flight
» Inspection of saw blades
» and many more ...

OUR SOLUTIONS
» Position detection in space for robot systems
» Volume determination of objects
» Shape inspection of products in X/Y/Z
» 3D character reading: OCR applications for raised lettering on tires,
castings or ceramics

SURFACE INSPECTION
TO ENSURE FLAWLESS PRODUCTS

To ensure aesthetically and functionally flawless surfaces in production
is one of the supreme disciplines of
industrial image processing.
We offer several surface inspection
solutions for different tasks and materials.
For the surface inspection of conveyor belt products, line scan cameras
are used. These continuously inspect
the surface for defects with very high
resolution down to the µm range and
at high speeds.

Curved or reflective surfaces are
often difficult to inspect with conventional image processing.
We provide optimal solutions in 2.5
D methods, such as photometric
stereo, and offer completely new perspectives in surface inspection technology.
This innovative surface inspection is
used especially for low contrast and
distracting reflections.

Surface inspection of seven segment displays after the
injection molding process.

Surface inspection of the weld seam of subsea cables.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous projects in
the field of surface inspection, including:

Camera technology and image processing is used to detect the
smallest defects on the painted surface of plastic parts.

» Inspection of screw caps for jars
» Quality inspection in the production of reverse sensors
» Type & defect inspection of plastic parts
» Quality assurance in the cosmetics industry
» Inspection of submarine cables
» and many more ...

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

OUR SOLUTIONS
» Detection of scratches, streaks, cracks, and paint imperfections
» Detection of damages, elevations and depressions
» Color defects and color deviations

Surface inspection of an aluminum body and a screw cap of soup jars.

OPTICAL MEASURING SYSTEMS
COMPLETE SYSTEMS FOR OPTICAL INSPECTION

The applications of camera systems for surface inspection in industry are versatile and require maximum flexibility.

VIRTUAL CONNECTOR GAUGE Precision Pin Inspection of Connector Assemblies

Based on components from well-known manufacturers, we build complete systems for dimensional inspection, position inspection, presence and absence
checking, and detection of other features down to
the µm range.
Certified calibration standards enable validation of
camera calibration, especially for measurement tasks.
Whether Ethernet-IP, Profinet, Profibus or digital IOs thanks to flexible modular kits, we adapt all common
interfaces to higher-level control systems.

Connectors must be manufactured precisely so that the pins fit onto the circuit board
during assembly. With senswork‘s virtual connector gauge, the smallest deviations can be
detected before damage occurs.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous projects
in the field of optical measurement systems:

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

» Pin inspection of connector assemblies
» Inspection system for FAKRA connector assemblies
» USB connector inspection on multiple focal planes
» Inspection of grease application on automotive assemblies
» Automatic boron detection of airbag assemblies
» Position and rotation detection of switching elements
» and many more ...

OUR SOLUTIONS
» Location detection
» Dimensional inspection
» Position check
» Presence and / or absence check
» Detection of lacquer runners
2D Application in VisionCommander.

LOCATION DETECTION
PICK & PLACE FOR ROBOT SYSTEMS

2D or 3D position recognition for
pick & place automation of parts in
robotic systems is an essential part of
modern automation.
With the latest camera technology
from senswork, parts are localized independently of rotation and position
data in X / Y and optionally also Z are
transmitted to the robot controller.
Overlapping (not grippable) parts are
detected and ejected.
Specially developed calibration modules facilitate the alignment of the
robot coordinate system with the camera system.

For conveyor tracking tasks, we offer
additional modules for the detection
of moving workpiece carriers and position alignment with the controller.
Due to a precise temporal adjustment,
accuracies of < 0.1 mm in position
and orientation can be achieved.

Based on standardized
industrial interfaces, our
systems are compatible
with those of common robot
manufacturers in the industry.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous projects
in the field of position detection, including:
» Pick & Place application with calibrated camera
systems and conveyor tracking
» High precision joining of automotive display
» Automatic boron detection of airbag assemblies
» and many more ...

OUR SOLUTIONS
» 2D and 3D location detection on conveyors
» 2D and 3D location detection in workpiece boxes
» 2D and 3D position recognition for depalletizing robots
» Conveyor tracking
» Reach into the box

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

COMPLETENESS CONFIRMATION
FINAL PRODUCT INSPECTION: SORTING & COUNTING

We offer systems for automatic, optical inspection for final product inspection. We can
guarantee the completeness confirmation of
products or the full assembly with our image
processing systems.

Final product inspection before the last step of
final packaging is the keyword here:
» Are all parts present and correctly installed?
» Is the article label attached and in the correct
place?
» Are all screws present and provided with
locking varnish?
» Is the blister fully assembled and are all parts
in the correct position?
This is only a small selection of tasks that can be
solved with our systems.
In the fully automated final inspection, our
image processing guarantees the completeness
check of products or the complete assembly.

Completeness Confirmation of a
praline box using Deep Learning.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous projects
in the field of completeness control, including:
» Wash-Tray inspection in battery can production
» High-contrast visualization of grease application on
automotive assemblies
» Checking the presence of components during the
assembly of hobs

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

OUR SOLUTIONS
» Counting of features on assemblies
» Completeness check of assemblies and components
» Inspection of assemblies and product carriers
» Control of colors, shapes and position, for example of connectors
and color-coded single wires

LABEL INSPECTION
CODE VERIFICATION | OCR | OCV

With senswork‘s image processing
systems, codes and labels can be
reliably detected, read and checked
for accuracy. Even curved or reflective
surfaces are no problem for our
camera systems.
Read & Verify Codes
2D codes are applied to products
and components for traceability and
identification. To ensure the quality
of 2D codes, there are different standards such as AIM/DPM for directly
marked codes or ISO/IEC for printed
2D codes.
With validation systems, the quality
of directly marked codes can also be
assessed during production at high
speeds.

Errors or deviating quality features in
the marking can be detected quickly.
We have also developed solutions for
print image control and the comparison of codes against ZPL data.
Deep Learning in Label Inspection
Recognizing intricate labels or lettering on difficult backgrounds is very
difficult for conventional OCR systems.

Reading text on difficult background.

However, with Deep Learning technology, fonts on curved, transparent or
inhomogeneous backgrounds can
be reliably recognized and accurately
read.

Reading the best-before date on beverage bottles and
bottle bottoms.

APPLICATIONS
senswork has implemented numerous
label inspection projects, including:
» OCR system for turbocharger stator blade
» Inline label inspection
» Reading barcodes on bottles
» Reading of best before dates on bottles
» Inspection of electronic assemblies

OUR SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIES:
Automotive
Electronics
Cosmetics
Synthetics
Food & Beverage
Mech. Engineering
Medical
Pharmaceutical

» Recognition of text and symbols on difficult surfaces using Deep Learning
based OCR tool
» Print image control and comparison against ZPL files
» Inline code reading systems for manufacturing
» Code readers for lasered, needled or printed codes on a wide variety of
surfaces
» Code validation systems for inline code evaluation
» Code verification according to AIM/DPM or ISO 15415
» OCR and OCV applications on a wide variety of surfaces

Your machine vision experts
DEEP LEARNING
|
senswork
GmbH
Zentrale
Gewerbepark Lindach D3
84489 Burghausen
Tel: +49 (0) 8677 40 99 58 0
info@senswork.com
senswork.com

MACHINEsenswork
VISIONGmbH
| SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Innovation Lab
Friedenstraße 18
81671 München
Tel: +49 (0)89 215 298 46 0
info@senswork.com
senswork.com

INNOVATION
LAB
We Develop Vision for
Machines & Robots.

senswork Inc.
USA Standort
2109 West Market Street, Suite 100-N
Johnson City, TN 37604
Tel: +1 423.283.8550
info@senswork.us
senswork.us

In our Innovation Lab
in Munich, we work on
new solution approaches
for optomechanical
inspection tasks using
Deep Learning and AI.

Our Innovation Lab
We Develop Vision for Machines & Robots

In our Innovation Lab in Munich, we work on new solution approaches for optomechanical inspection tasks using Deep Learning and AI.
We take up new knowledge and technologies for industrial image processing at an early stage in order to make them usable in industry and
research – paving the way for the future of quality assurance in the machine vision industry.
Our main interests are in AI methods, new
strategies in algorithms, future-oriented developments in the field of image recording
and sensor technology as well as in new computing, storage and communication technologies.
We are working on image analysis of large
data sets using neural networks, analysis of
high-resolution 3D images and data acquisition outside the wavelength range that can
be perceived by humans.

The findings of the Innovation Lab are the
basis for innovative concepts with which we
master the complex challenges of our clients.
Our team consists of engineers and
technicians from various disciplines who
share a passion for technical innovations.
Another valuable basis of our work are the
longstanding relationships with established
machine vision technology suppliers.

senswork is an expert in industrial image processing, optical inspection, Deep Learning
and testing equipment manufacturing. Our technologies for automation and quality assurance are used every day by our renowned customers in numerous industries.

INDUSTRIES
» Automotive
» Food & Beverage
» Electronics
» Mech. Engineering
» Medical
» Pharmaceutical
» Synthetics
» Cosmetics

SERVICES
TECHNOLOGIES
» Consulting
» 3D Inspection
» Feasibility Studies
» Deep Learning
» Prototyping
» Label Inspection
RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY COOPERATIONS
» Test Devices
» Location Detection
» Are you an industrial comWe cooperate with com» Integration and
» Surface Inspection
pany,
a
research
institute
or
panies from the industrial en» Optical Measuring Systems Installation
a
vironment and are active in the
university?
» Training
» Completeness Check
development of new types of
» Special Developments
» Are you ready to break new
inspection solutions.
ground in quality assurance?

» Does your production line
need an automatic solution
for quality assurance?
Contact us!
We are happy to assist you.

senswork GmbH
Headquarters
senswork GmbH
Innovation Lab
Munich

Burghausen

What sets us apart from
other software houses that
work with Deep Learning? We
have years of experience in
the field of optical inspection
and deep learning.
Proven by the successful implementation of numerous
projects in various industries.

Deep Learning & Machine Vision
A Look at History, Development & Relevance

WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING (DL)?
DL is a process from the research
area of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
AI is originally a domain of computer science, the aim of which is
to model software in such a way
that it is capable of learning to
a certain extent and, in terms of
its interactions, indistinguishable
from human actions.
Neural networks are used to
learn the relationships in large
amounts of data. The learning
methods are based on the functioning of the human brain,
which basically consists of inter-

connected neurons. These individual neurons perform simple,
elementary operations.
Although machine learning in
image processing has been used
in productive systems for more
than 20 years, a number of new
methodological
approaches
open up more possibilities to
significantly expand the scope of
application and to use this technology on a broad basis.
Source: Bitkom Research

senswork is a One-Stop-Shop and offers both hardware and software.
This creates turnkey solutions in which everything is precisely coordinated.

WHAT DOES DEEP LEARNING HAVE TO DO WITH IMAGE PROCESSING?
With the help of Deep Learning
or machine learning, the quality
inspection of objects with variable size, shape, structure and
variable background succeeds.
This allows the application range
of inspection solutions to be expanded.
Ultimately, this has a positive
effect on development time and
time-to-market.

Deep Learning includes processes that implement self-learning
methods for assessing characteristics with neural networks.
Often these are tasks that a
person solves intuitively, but
which are difficult to describe
and thus escape rule-based
procedures.

senswork Product: Neuralyze®
Deep Learning Library for Complex Inspection Tasks

Neuralyze® is the latest development by
senswork for the fields of Deep Learning.
The software detects fault features in any
form with the greatest precision and is able
to interpret what has been „seen“.
In contrast to conventional image processing,
no description of specific rules is necessary.
Instead, objects or good or bad parts are
marked directly on the basis of the available
image data. A self-learning method with
neural networks is implemented to assess
characteristics.
To do this, extensive image data is required
beforehand, with which the neural network
is optimized in the subsequent training process.

In contrast to many providers of Deep
Learning, senswork is not only a specialist in
the development of software, but also has
many years of experience in the conception
and design of camera, lighting and image
processing systems as well as special
machine construction for image processing
systems.
This means that senswork can do everything in-house, from the first concept to
the integration of the finished solution. This
includes the development and selection of
hardware, prototype construction, construction and commissioning as well as the development of the software.

Neuralyze® is an efficient inspection software for tasks that cannot
be solved with classical image processing.

BENEFITS

» Inspection of test objects with transparent, reflective, curved or
inhomogeneous surfaces is possible
» Detection of products with a high variance of features
» and many more...

With Neuralyze®, cracks can be detected on a wide variety of surfaces.

FEATURES
» Crack Detection: Detection of cracks, scratches, voids, dust, fibers,
grooves or hair
» Particle Location: Localization and identification of particles,
oxidation, delamination or inclusions on transparent or
inhomogeneous surfaces, counting of features
» Part Separation: Recognizing objects and dividing them into
different classes

Deep Learning scores here compared to classical OCR.

Deep Learning versus Classical Image Processing
A Side by Side Comparison

Inspection System
Deep Learning

Inspection System
Classical Image Processing
Production
Metal, Glass, Plastic,
Concrete, Ceramic or Wood

STEPS

STEPS

INPUT

TRAINING

INFERENCE

COLLECT IMAGE
DATA + SELECT
NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE

LABELING +
TRAINING
NEURAL
NETWORK

EVALUATION WITH
OPTIMIZED NEURAL
NETWORK

OUTPUT

INPUT

IMAGE
PROCESSING

IMAGE DATA
PROPERTIES

DATA
CONDITIONING

IMAGE
SEGMENTATION
PATTERN
RECOGNITION
+ FEATURE
EXTRACTION

RULE-BASED

CLASSIFICATION
OBJECT
GEOMETRY

OUTPUT

Deep Learning expands the possibilities of classic
image processing enormously.

BENEFITS

BENEFITS OF CLASSICAL IMAGE PROCESSING

DL does not require a rigid set of rules, but rather relies
on mapping data. Image recordings from ongoing operations, sample forms or CAD models serve as the basis for
classification. The software goes through a training phase to
teach it in. Deep Learning is suitable for complex test situations that cannot be solved with classic image processing.

Deep Learning

BENEFITS OF DEEP LEARNING

☑------Detection on Reflective Surfaces-----☑
☑----Detection on Transparent Surfaces-----☑
☑-------Detection of Unknown Defects------------Detection on Curved Surfaces------☑
☑-------Detection
on Inhomogeneous------☑
☑
Surfaces
☑ --------------------Speed--------------------☑
☑-----------------Reliable Data--------------- ☑
☑----------------Neuralyze API---------------Error Tolerance----------☑--------------Less
☑
--------Detection of Various Types--------☑
of Products
☑--------------Easily Integrated---------------☑
☑--------------------Costs---------------------☑
☑---------------------ROI----------------------☑

Classical Image Processing

Classical image processing has its origins in the inspection of
standardized production. The advantage is a clearly defined
environment with a very precise knowledge of which type of
product or workpiece is being viewed. Thus, a clear set of
rules for a clear yes / no classification can be defined.

Deep Learning Applications
Application Examples of Deep Learning in Optical Inspection

APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLE: SURFACE INSPECTION

Test objects with diffuse, inhomogeneous surfaces
where defect characteristics have a high variance.

DETECTION OF DEFECTS ON VARNISHED SURFACES

These include:
•

Die-casting technology: Detection of cracks and
blowholes on rough surfaces

•

Surface inspection: Scoring, grinding marks,
inhomogeneities, planarity defect

•

Particle detection: Detection and classification of
contaminants

•

Classification: Evaluation of plants, natural
products or food

•

Font recognition: Reading letters and numbers
on tire walls

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY:

What is not recognizable for classic image processing systems is possible
with the help of Deep Learning in combination with Shape-from-Shading:
Our system reliably identifies irregularities on surfaces with inhomogeneous
or noisy backgrounds.
For this purpose, image data of the properties to be recognized are
necessary in advance. The assessment of the characteristics is optimized in
a training process.

Regardless of whether it is scratches, cavities or traces of paint:
With the help of deep learning,
defects on the surface of varnished
components can be detected.

EXAMPLE: LABEL INSPECTION

EXAMPLE: OBJECT RECOGNITION

PHARMACEUTICAL OR FOOD INDUSTRY:

FOOD INDUSTRY:

READING BEST-BEFORE DATES, FONTS AND CODES

OPTICAL INSPECTION OF GNOCCHI AND SPAETZLE

Recognizing complex labels or inscriptions on difficult backgrounds is very difficult for conventional OCR systems.
With Deep Learning, fonts on curved or transparent backgrounds can be reliably recognized and read accurately.

Reading the best-before date on curved bottle necks is no problem
with Deep Learning.

Pasta such as gnocchi and spaetzle are made in a very similar way. If
the production is switched from one manufacturing process to the
other, it must be ensured that the pasta is packaged according to type.
An optical inspection using Deep Learning helps to differentiate.
Here, a self-learning method with neural network is implemented.
Based on a large amount of image data, the evaluation of the
features is optimized in a training process.

Gnocchi or Spaetzle?
What seems easy to the
human eye is not so easy
to the camera. Here,
Deep Learning can help.

Your machine vision experts
senswork GmbH
Headquarters
Gewerbepark Lindach D3
84489 Burghausen
Tel: +49 (0) 8677 40 99 58 0
info@senswork.com
senswork.com

senswork GmbH
Innovation Lab
Friedenstraße 18
81671 München
Tel: +49 (0)89 215 298 46 0
info@senswork.com
senswork.com

senswork Inc
USA Location
2109 West Market Street, Suite 154
Johnson City, TN 37604
Tel: +1 423.283.8550
info@senswork.us
senswork.us

